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1. INTRODUCTION
 .An almost completely decomposable group X is a finite essential abelian
extension of a completely decomposable group A of finite rank. Almost
completely decomposable groups appeared early in studies of torsion-free
abelian groups, but only as examples, usually exhibiting pathological de-
w xcompositions. In 1974 Lady Lad74 initiated a systematic theory of such
groups based on the fundamental concept of regulating subgroup. The
regulating subgroups can be defined as the completely decomposable
subgroups of least index in an almost completely decomposable group.
Details on the subsequent developments can be found in the survey article
w xMad95 . Also see the remarks preceding Theorem 5.1. Almost completely
decomposable groups are easily written down. In fact, one traditionally
starts with a completely decomposable group A inside a divisible hull Q A,
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and adjoins a finite number of elements x of Q A to get the almosti
completely decomposable group X s A q  Z x . Such a presentation isi i
highly nonunique and does not provide immediate information beyond the
fact that XrA is finite. In particular, the subgroup A may or may not be a
w x w x w xregulating subgroup of X. In MV95 , BM96b , and DMM97 the simpler
but important subclass of cyclic essential extensions of completely decom-
posable groups was studied and criteria were obtained for deciding in a
computationally effective manner whether A is a regulating subgroup of
its cyclic essential extension X. One major result of this paper is a
completely general and effective criterion for deciding whether a com-
pletely decomposable group A is regulating in its finite essential extension
 .X Theorem 5.1, Theorem 5.7 . Maple procedures allow us to handle large
and small examples with the help of the computer, and to introduce
experimentation into the subject. A ``large'' example was chosen more or
less randomly and checked out. In the process a new concept proved to be
 .important and suggested an unexpected result Proposition 6.2 . Explicitly,
let A s A [ ??? [ A be a completely decomposable group written as a1 r
direct sum of rank-1 groups A and let X be an almost completelyi
decomposable group containing A as a subgroup of finite index. It turned
out to be very useful to know the subsums [ A that are pure in X.iig S
The proposition says that in the p-local case the maximal X-pure subsums
 .w xhave exactly the rank rk X y dim XrA p . Using a mix of computer
results and trial and error we were able to find a regulating subgroup of an
example whose initially given completely decomposable subgroup was not
regulating. We propose to find general effective methods to do so. We also
 .compute Burkhardt invariants for one example Example 6.8 and are lead
 .to general algorithm for computing Burkhardt invariants Algorithm 7.3 .
Our results are based on a new representation of almost completely
decomposable groups which is valid more generally for finite essential
extensions of torsion-free groups. A group X is a finite essential extension
of the arbitrary torsion-free group A if X contains an essential subgroup
of finite index isomorphic to A. Note that X is also torsion-free and that
X is almost completely decomposable if A is completely decomposable.
w xBenabdallah and Ouldbeddi BO96 represent a finite essential extension
X of A as an epimorphic image of a direct sum of A and a suitable free
group and this ``high cover'' of X naturally brought into play certain
integral matrices and linear algebra. With this in mind we show Lemma
.2.5 that every finite essential extension X of A is obtained in the form
1© ©y1 w wX s A q Z N a s A q Z adj N a , .
det N
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©  .where Z is the set of all 1 = k integral matrices k-tuples , N is a
nonsingular integral k = k matrix, and aw is a k = 1 matrix with entries
from A. Here juxtaposition denotes the ordinary matrix and scalar multi-
 . wplications. Thus adj N a is a k = 1 matrix of certain integral linear
w y1 w  . . wcombinations of the entries of a ; further N a s 1rdet N adj N a is© y1 wa k = 1 matrix of elements in a fixed divisible hull Q A of A, and Z N a©© ©y1 w .is the set of all products a N a , where a g Z, i.e., the subgroup of
Q A generated by the entries of Ny1aw. This shows that the representation
is well defined. In addition, N and aw may be assumed to be ``relatively© © .prime'' in some sense see Definition 3.1 . In this case XrA ( ZrZ N and
the invariants of the finite group XrA are given by the Smith Normal
< < < <  .Form of N. In particular, XrA s det N Lemma 2.4 .
The concept of a matrix N and a column vector aw of group elements
w x w xbeing relatively prime first appears in BO96 . In BM96a greatest common
di¨ isors of an integral k = k matrix N and a column vector aw of elements
in a torsion-free abelian group A were introduced and studied Definition
.3.1, Theorem 3.2 . The greatest common divisors allow us to give a precise
© y1 wdescription of the purification of summands of A in X s A q Z N a
 .Lemma 4.1 . This lemma turned out to be a very important tool. When A
 . > .is completely decomposable, then, for every type t , X t and X t are
 . > .the purifications of the summands A t and A t of A, respectively, and
the representations of these type subgroups are essential in deriving the
regulating subgroup criterion. Luckily, in this case the computation of
greatest common divisors can be reduced to the well-known and straight-
forward computation of greatest common divisors of two integral matrices.
This involves only column reductions of matrices and is a relatively simple
computational process that can be implemented by computer procedures
 .Lemma 5.3, Proposition 5.5, Theorem 5.7 .
The purification of a subgroup H in a torsion-free group G is denoted
by H#G for emphasis. We take it for granted that the reader is familiar with
 .  . > .  .the usual type subgroups G t , G* t , and G t s G* t #. If A is a
completely decomposable group, then A s [ A is assumed to berr g T  A.cr
a decomposition of A into r-homogeneous components A / 0, so thatr
 .T A is the critical typeset of A. For general background on torsion-freecr
w xabelian groups we refer to Arn82 , and for almost completely decompos-
w xable groups, we recommend the survey article Mad95 , which contains
references to original sources.
Throughout the paper, k denotes a positive integer. The cyclic group of
 .order d is denoted by Z d .
These groups have been under intense scrutiny in the past few years and
a number of interesting results have been established concerning them
w xsince the groundbreaking paper by Lady Lad74 .
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2. INTEGRAL LINEAR ALGEBRA
Let A be a torsion-free group. A group X is said to be a finite essential
 .extension f.e.e. of A if X contains an essential subgroup B of finite index
isomorphic to A. The finite essential extensions of completely decompos-
able groups of finite rank are exactly the almost completely decomposable
groups. In reviewing the literature on the subject it becomes clear that the
integral matrices and integral linear algebra play an important role. In
order to take full advantage of this linear algebra we adopt and adapt a
w xnotational scheme proposed in BO96 .
Let G be a group. The symbol
© © w xG s G s g , . . . , g : g g G, i s 1, . . . , k 4k 1 k i
w xis the usual external direct sum of k copies of G. The element g , . . . , g1 k© ©g G is denoted by g. Similarly,
¡ ¦g1
.w w ~ ¥.G s G s : g , . . . , g g G andk 1 k.¢ §gk
g1
. trw . w xg s s g , . . . , g .1 k.
gk
 .DEFINITION 2.1. For any set S, let M S denote the set of all k-by-rk= r
matrices with coefficients in S. Specifically, the ring of integral k = k
 .  .matrices is denoted by M Z . A matrix N g M Z is nonsingular ifk k
y1  .  .det N / 0, and N is in¨ertible if N g M Z . The symbol diag d , . . . , dk 1 k
 .denotes the k-by-k diagonal matrix with entries d in position i, i . Thei
k-by-k identity matrix is denoted by I .k ©Let g , . . . , g be a sequence of elements of a group G; then g s1 k ©w trw x  . w x  .g , . . . , g g M G and g s g , . . . , g g M G . We write G1 k 1=k 1 k k=1© w w .  .or G for M G and G or G for M G .k 1=k k k=1
w x  . w wFor M s m g M Z and g g G , the matrix product is definedi j k=r
as usual.
r
m g 1 j j
js1
r
m g 2 j jwMg s .js1
???
r
m g k j j
js1
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The subgroup of G generated by g , . . . , g is naturally denoted by1 k© ©© ©w w 4Z g s a g : a g Z .
 w . w w  .The operation M, g ¬ Mg turns G into a left M Z -module.k k
 .Note that N g M Z is invertible if and only if det N s "1. Thek
matrix multiplication is well defined and evidently satisfies the usual laws
of matrix algebra.
We will reserve the letter k for the dimensions of the row and column
vectors, and of matrices that we will consider. We will write g w instead of© ©w w wg , Z instead of Z , A instead of A , and so on, if the dimension k isk k k
clear from the context and no confusion is likely.
Let X be a f.e.e. of a torsion-free group A. Then, without loss of
generality, we can assume that A ; X ; Q A, where Q A is a fixed
divisible hull of A. Since XrA is finite, we can write
k
X s A q Z x , for some x , . . . , x g Q A. i 1 k
is1
w w xtrSetting x s x , . . . , x , we can write1 k
© ww wX s A q Z x , x g Q A . .
The group now has the appearance of a cyclic essential extension, i.e., a
group of the form X s A q Z x. The analogy with cyclic extensions can be
carried further.
Recall that, for any group G, Gw is naturally a left M-module, where
 .M s M Z is the ring of k = k integral matrices. In particular, given ak
torsion-free group A and Q A a divisible hull of A, Aw is an M-submodule
of Q Aw , and Q AwrAw is a torsion M-module. Let x w g Q Aw. Then
w w  w w 4ord x q A s M g M: Mx g A .M
is a left ideal in M. But M is a left principal ideal ring, therefore
ord x w q Aw s MN , for some N g M. .M
More can be said about the matrix N.
w w xtr wLEMMA 2.2. Let A be a torsion-free group and x s x , . . . , x g Q A .1 k
 w w .Then ord x q A s MN, where N g M is necessarily nonsingular andM
unique up to left multiplication by units of M.
Proof. Since x w g Q Aw there exist integers d / 0 such that d x g A,i i i
 .  w .i s 1, . . . , k. Let D s diag d , . . . , d . Then D g ord x q A . There-1 k M
fore D s SN for some S g M. Since D is nonsingular, so is N. The rest is
now immediate.
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 w w .DEFINITION 2.3. If ord x q A s MN then N is called an order ofM
w  w w .x modulo A. We symbolically write N s ord x q A .
© wLet X s A q Z x be a f.e.e. of A. Then the structure of XrA is
 w w .determined by N s ord x q A . Indeed, the following is true.
© w w w .LEMMA 2.4. Let X s A q Z x and N s ord x q A . Then XrA (© ©  .ZrZ N. If diag q , . . . , q is the Smith normal form of N, then1 k
XrA ( Z q [ ??? [ Z q . .  .1 k
© wProof. The second isomorphism theorem implies that XrA ( Z x rA© © ©w w w w wl Z x . But A l Z x s Z Nx . Indeed, by definition Nx g A , thus© ©© ©w wZ Nx ; A. Conversely, let a g Z be such that a x g A. Then the matrix
© w w .M whose first row is a and whose other entries are 0 is in ord x q A ,
©and hence of the form M s SN for some S g M. Let s be the first row of© ©© © © ©w w w wS. Then a s s N, and a x s s Nx g Z Nx . Therefore A l Z Nx s© wZ Nx . © © © ©w wTo complete the proof let f : Z ª Z x : af s a x . Then f is an
© © © © ©w .epimorphism, Z N f s Z Nx and Ker f ; Z N. Therefore ZrZ N (
© © © © © ©w wZ x rZ Nx . It is well known and easy to check that ZrZ N ( ZrZ D (
k  .  .[ Z q if D s diag q , . . . , q is the Smith normal form of N.i 1 kis1
k  .In practice a f.e.e. X of A is given in the form X s A q  1rn a ,is1 i i
 .where a g A and 1rn a is a well-defined element in any divisible hulli i i © y1 wof A. In our notation we can write X s A q Z N a where N s
 . w w xtrdiag n , . . . , n and a s a , . . . , a . To gain greater flexibility we con-1 k 1 k© y1 wsider groups of the form X s A q Z N a , where N g M with det N / 0,
w w y1 w  .  . wand a g A . The element N a s 1rdet N adj N a is a well-defined
element of Q Aw , where QA is any divisible hull of A. We record these
observations as a lemma.
LEMMA 2.5. Let X be a f.e.e. of a torsion-free group A. Then X can be© y1 w  .described in the form X s A q Z N a , where N g M Z is nonsingulark
w w xtr wand a s a , . . . , a g A . Moreo¨er, N can be chosen to be a diagonal1 k
matrix.
DEFINITION 2.6. Let X be a f.e.e. of a torsion-free group A. We say© y1 wthat X is in standard form if X s A q Z N a for a nonsingular matrix
 . w w xtr wN g M Z and some a s a , . . . , a g A .k 1 k
In the remainder of this article we will use the expression ``X s A q© y1 wZ N a is a standard form of X '' and it will be understood that A is a
w w  .torsion-free group, a g A , N is a nonsingular matrix in M s M Z andk
X ; Q A for some fixed divisible hull Q A of A.
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In order to work with the standard form of X over A we need the
 .concept of greatest common left divisor of a nonsingular matrix N g
 . w wM Z and a vector a g A .k
3. GREATEST COMMON DIVISORS
w xWe survey here the results of BM96a with very few proofs. The
classical greatest common divisors of matrices with integral coefficients
 w x w x w x.see Duf46 , New72 , and Mar78 correspond to the case where A is a
finite rank free group.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A be a torsion-free group, aw g Aw and N gk
 .  .  . wM Z . We say that D g M Z is a common left di¨ isor of N and ak k
 . w wwith respect to A if there exist M g M Z and b g A such that N s DMk k
w w  .  .and a s Db . We say that G g M Z is a greatest common left di¨ isork
of N and aw if
1. G is a common divisor of N and aw ,
2. every common divisor of N and aw is a left divisor of G.
A w .By abuse of notation we write G s gcd N, a if G is a greatest common
divisor of N and aw. We say that N and aw are relati¨ ely prime if every
w  .common left divisor of N and a is invertible in M Z and writek
A w .gcd N, a s I if this is the case.
Generalized greatest common divisors are closely related to generalized
orders.
w w  .THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a torsion-free group, a g A , and let N g M Zk k
such that det N / 0. Greatest common left di¨ isors of N and aw exist and are
unique up to right equi¨ alence.
w y1 w  w w . w wProof. Put x s N a and let M s ord x q A . Then Nx s aM
w  w w .g A and so N g ord x q A s MM. Hence there is D g M suchM
that N s DM. But aw s Nx w s DMx w and Mx w g Aw. Therefore D is a
common left divisor of N and aw with respect to A. If E is another
common left divisor of aw and N with respect to A, then N s EP and
aw s Ebw for some P g M and some bw g Aw. Thus Px w s Ey1Nx w s
y1 w w w  w w .E a s b g A . It follows that P g ord x q A s MM, and P sM
KM for some K g M. Thus N s EKM s DM, and M being nonsingular,
D s EK. So E is a left divisor of D establishing that D is a greatest
common left divisor of N and aw. Clearly D is unique up to right
multiplication by units of M.
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The proof of the preceding theorem shows that
gcd A N , aw ord Ny1aw q Aw s N .  .M
and that N and aw are relatively prime if and only if
ord Ny1aw q Aw s N. .M
The computationally effective tool for much of the rest of this paper are
greatest common divisors of two integral matrices. The existence of great-
 . est common left or right divisors of integral matrices is well known see
w x .Duf46 . Since the derivation is easy and essential, we include it here for
the reader's convenience.
 .  .THEOREM 3.3. Let M g M Z be nonsingular and N g M Z . Thenk k=r
 .  .there exist matrices D, U, S g M Z , V g M Z , and T g M suchk r=k k=r
that
M s DS, N s DT , and D s MU q NV .
 .Thus D is a greatest common left di¨ isor of M and N, D s gcld M, N .
 . w xProof. Form the k = k q r matrix M N N and perform column re-
w xductions until the form D N 0 is reached, where D is a k = k matrix. This
is possible since M has rank k. The totality of column reductions amounts
 .  .to a right multiplication by an invertible k q r = k q r matrix which is
partitioned as indicated in the following diagram:
M N ? U s D 0
V
It follows that D s MU q NV. Multiplying by the inverse of the invertible
 .  .k q r = k q r matrix and partitioning suitably results in the matrix
equation
M N s D 0 ? S T
It follows that M s DS and N s DT.
By transposition we obtain greatest common right divisors.
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 .  .COROLLARY 3.4. Let M g M Z be nonsingular and N g M Z .k r=k
 .  .  .Then there exist matrices D, U, S g M Z , V g M Z , and T g M Zk k=r r=k
such that
M s SD , N s TD , and D s UM q VN ,
 .so D s gcrd M, N .
Various properties of greatest common divisors were established in
w xBM96a . We list them here for easy reference.
 . w wLEMMA 3.5. Let N and M be nonsingular matrices in M Z and a g Ak
for some torsion-free group A. Then the following hold.
1. N and aw are relati¨ ely prime if and only if the following equi¨ alent
conditions hold.
©© ©y1 w y1 .a If aN a g A, then aN g Z.
 .  . y1 w w y1  .b If M g M Z and MN a g A , then MN g M Z .s=k s=k
A w . A w .2. gcd MN, Ma s M gcd N, a .
A w .3. D s gcd N, a if and only if D is a common left di¨ isor of N and
aw and Dy1N and Dy1aw are relati¨ ely prime.
 . A w . A .  . w .4. adj N gcd N, a s gcd det N I , adj N a .k
5. If A s B [ C and aw s bw q cw is the corresponding decomposi-
tion of aw , then
gcd A N , aw s gcld gcd A N , bw , gcd A N , cw . .  .  . .
6. N and aw are relati¨ ely prime if and only if
©© © wwhene¨er aN g pR and a a g pA
©©for some prime p and some a g R,
©©then a g pR.
In Lemma 3.5, item 1 generalizes the fact that an integer dividing a
product and being relatively prime to one factor must divide the comple-
mentary factor. Item 5 has no analogue in number theory, and item 6 is a
kind of local]global principle that says that being relatively prime can be
decided by dealing with a prime at a time.
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4. PURIFICATION OF SUMMANDS
© y1 wLet X s A q Z N a be a standard form of X over A and suppose
that A s B [ C. Then the purifications B#X and C#X of B and C in X are
finite essential extensions of B and C, respectively. Furthermore, XrB#X is
a f.e.e. of C and XrC#X is a f.e.e. of B. It turns out that standard forms of
these f.e.e.'s over their base can be obtained easily in terms of N and the
decomposition aw s bw q cw corresponding to the decomposition A s B
[ C.
 .LEMMA 4.1 purification lemma . Assume that A s B [ C is an arbi-
trary torsion-free abelian group of finite rank, aw s bw q cw , where bw g Bw
and cw g C w. Let
© y1 wX s A q Z N a
A w .be a finite essential extension of A. Let N s gcd N, b and N sb c
A w .gcd N, c . Then N , N are nonsingular and the following hold.b c
1. B# s B#X is a finite essential extension of B and
© y1 wB# s B q Z N b .c
 .2. XrB# is a finite essential extension of B# [ C rB# ( C. More
precisely, writing N s N N9 and cw s N c9w ,c c
X w y1 w( C q Z N9 c9 ; Q A.
B#
A w . A w . A w .3. If gcd N, a s I, then gcd N , b s I and gcd N9, c9 s I.c
Proof. 1. Write N s N M s N M . Suppose that N s ST. Then S, Tb b c c
are both nonsingular and
Sy1aw s Sy1 bw q Sy1cw . 4.1 .
y1 w  y1 w . w y1 w wSince S a s T N a g X , it follows that S b g X if and only if©y1 w w y1 w w y1 wS c g X . In particular, N b g X , so clearly B q Z N b ; B#.c c© y1 wTo show that B# s B q Z N b , letc
©© ©y1 w wx s b q c q aN b q c g X , a g Z, b g B , c g C , .0 0 0 0
and suppose that, for some integer m, mx s b g B. Then1
© ©y1 w y1 wmb q mc q maN b q maN c s b0 0 1
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and it follows that
© ©y1 w y1 y1 wc q aN c s c q aM N c s 0. .  .0 0 c c
A w . A y1 y1 w .   ..Since gcd N, c s N , we have gcd N N, N c s I Lemma 3.5 3 ,c c c © © ©© y1 .and it follows by Lemma 3.5 1 that aM s b for some b g Z. Wec© y1 w w y1 w .  .conclude that x s b q b N b g B q Z N b as desired.0 c c
2. Note that
© © ©y1 w y1 w y1 wX s A q Z N a ; B q Z N b [ C q Z N c ; Q A. .  .
© ©X y1 w y1 w .  .Second, B# s X l B q Z N b since X l B q Z N b contains© y1 w .B, is pure in X, and is a finite extension of B. Third, X q B q Z N b© ©y1 w y1 w .  .s B q Z N b [ C q Z N c . Hence
© y1 wX X X q B q Z N b .
s ( ©©X y1 wy1 wB# B q Z N bX l B q Z N b .
© ©y1 w y1 wB q Z N b [ C q Z N c .  .
s © y1 wB q Z N b .
© ©y1 w y1 w( C q Z N c s C q Z M c9 .c
A w . A w .3. Suppose that gcd N, a s I. Let S s gcd N , b . Then S is ac
y1 w y1 w  .factor of N and since S b g A and S c g A, it follows from 4.1 that
y1 w A w .S a g A. But gcd N, a s I so S is invertible, which was to be shown.
A w A w .  .Since N s gcd N, c , it is clear that gcd N9, c9 s I.c
We conclude this section with a criterion for lifting a decomposition© y1 wA s B [ C of the base group to a decomposition of X s A q Z N a .
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A s B [ C be a torsion-free abelian group of finite© y1 w w w w w w .rank and let X s A q Z N b q c , where b g B and c g C , be a
A w . < <finite essential extension of A. Assume that gcd N, a s I so that XrA s
< < < < <  A w .. <det N . Then X s B# [ C# if and only if det N s det gcd N, b ?
<  A w .. <det gcd N, c .
 .  .Proof. X s B# [ C# if and only if XrA ( B#rB [ C#rC . This
< < < < < <is the case if and only if XrA s B#rB ? C#rC and by Lemma 4.1 this
A w A w< < <   .. < <   .. <is equivalent to det N s det gcd N, b ? det gcd N, c .
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5. ALMOST COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABLE GROUPS
We assume for the rest of this article that the base group A of the finite
essential extension X is a completely decomposable group of finite rank.
Then X is almost completely decomposable. Our main result is the
general regulating subgroup criterion which is an easy consequence of
Lemma 4.1.
Before we state and prove the criterion we need further background.
The regulating subgroups of X are exactly the subgroups
A s A s A [r r
 .rgT X .rgT A crcr
 .obtained by adding the t-homogeneous completely decomposable Butler
 . > .complements A from the Butler decompositions X t s A [ X t . Heret t
 .  .T X is the critical typeset of X and simultaneously of A consisting ofcr
 . > .  . > . w xall types t with 0 / X t rX t ( A t rA t ( A . Burkhardt Bur84t
 .defined the regulator R X of an almost completely decomposable group
X as the intersection of all of its regulating subgroups and proved that, for
 .any regulating subgroup A s [ A , the regulator is R X srr g T  X .cr
[ b XA , where the b X are the Burkhardt in¨ariants b X sr r t tr g T  X .cr
 > .  > ...exp X t rR X t . In particular, this shows that the regulator is com-
pletely decomposable; it can also be shown to be a fully invariant subgroup
of X. An isomorphism between almost completely decomposable groups
maps regulator to regulator. This fact is the basis for the known classifica-
tion theorems for almost completely decomposable groups and indicates
the fundamental importance of the regulator and of regulating subgroups.
The criterion is the following.
 .THEOREM 5.1 regulating subgroup criterion . Let A s [ Arr g T  A.cr© y1 wbe completely decomposable, and let X s A q Z N a be a finite essential
A w . wextension of A in standard form with gcd N, a s I. Write a s
 aw , where aw g Aw. Then the following hold.r g T  X . r r rcr
© y1 w A w .  .  .  .1. X t s A t q Z N  a with gcd N ,  a s I,t r Gt r t r Gt r
A w .where N s gcd N, a .t r ht r©> > > y1 w A > w .  .  .  .  .2. X t s A t q Z N  a with gcd N , a s I,t r )t r t r )t r> A w .where N s gcd N, a .t r st r
 . > .3. Write A t s A [ A t . Thent
< <X t det N . ts .> >< <A [ X t det N .t t
4. A is regulating in X if and only if det N s "det N>.t t
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Proof. 1 and 2. Follow from Lemma 4.1.
3.
X t X t rA t .  .  .
s> > aA [ X t A [ X t r A [ A t .  .  . . /t t t
< < < <X t rA t det N .  . ts s .> > >< < < <X t rA t det N .  . t
4. Is immediate from 3.
The usefulness of the regulating subgroup criterion hinges on having an
A w .effective method for computing greatest common divisors gcd N, a ,
aw g Aw. For a general group A, this seems an impossible task but, for
completely decomposable groups A, we will see that the problem can be
reduced to finding the column echelon form of integral matrices. The first
lemma shows how the information contained in the k-tuple aw g Aw can
be coded into an integral matrix. We need some definitions.
DEFINITION 5.2. Let A be a completely decomposable group of finite
 4rank. A subset V s ¨ , . . . , ¨ is a conditioned basis of A with coefficient1 r
groups r if the r are subgroups of Q containing Z and A s [r r ¨ .i i i iis1
w w xtr w  4For a s a , . . . , a g A and V s ¨ , . . . , ¨ a conditioned basis of A1 k 1 r
w w xwith coefficient groups r , we denote by a the uniquely determinedi V
w x r w w xk = r matrix a , a g r , where a s  a ¨ . We call a thei j i j j i js1 i j j V
coordinate matrix of aw with respect to the conditioned basis V. An
A .element ¨ g A is n-conditioned, where n is a positive integer, if gcd p, ¨
A .s 1 for every prime divisor p of n for which tp ¨ is not p-divisible. A
 4conditioned basis V s ¨ , . . . , ¨ is n-conditioned, where n is a positive1 r
integer, if each basis element ¨ is n-conditioned. A conditioned basisi
 4V s ¨ , . . . , ¨ with coefficient groups r is adjusted if r ; r whenever1 r i i j
tp r F tp r .i j
Note that
trw w w ww x w xa s a ? ¨ where ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ .V 1 r
Conditioned and n-conditioned bases are easily constructed as follows.
Let A s [r A be a decomposition of A into a direct sum of rank-1iis1
 4groups A . Choose any 0 / ¨ g A and let r s x g Q: x¨ g A . Theni i i i i i
 4V s ¨ , . . . , ¨ is a conditioned basis of A. If w g r ¨ is such that1 r i i i
A .  4¨ s gcd n, ¨ w , then W s w , . . . , w is an n-conditioned basis of A. Iti i i 1 r
is routine to change the basis further so that it becomes adjusted.
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LEMMA 5.3. Let A be a completely decomposable group, let aw s
w xtr wa , . . . , a g A , and let n be a positi¨ e integer. Then there exists an1 k
w w xn-conditioned basis V of A such that the coordinate matrix a is integral.V
Proof. Write A s [r A , where A has rank 1. Write a s r uj j i js1 i jjs1
 :with u g A for i s 1, . . . , k. Then u : 1 F i F k is a finitely generatedi j j i j
subgroup of the rank-1 group A and so it is cyclic. Hence there existj
w g A such thatj j
 :  :u : 1 F i F k ; w .i j j
A .Finally, w s gcd n, w ¨ for some ¨ g A . The desired n-conditionedj j j j j
 4  4basis is V s ¨ , . . . , ¨ with coefficient groups r s x g Q: x¨ g A .1 r i i i
The preceding lemma says that no generality is lost by assuming in
Lemma 5.4, Proposition 5.5, Lemma 5.6, and Theorem 5.7 that aw s M¨ w
A w .for some integral matrix M. We will see that gcd N, a and the com-
 w w x .putable gcd N, a are closely related although not always equal. WeV
need to consider a very special case first.
LEMMA 5.4. Let A be a completely decomposable group of finite rank and
 4let V s ¨ , . . . , ¨ be a conditioned basis of A with coefficient groups r , i.e.,1 r i
A s [r r ¨ . Let d be any nonzero integers. Theni i iis1
gcd A diag d , . . . , d , ¨ w s diag gcd A d , ¨ , . . . , gcd A d , ¨ . .  .  . .  .1 r 1 1 r r
 A . A ..Proof. Clearly E s diag gcd d , ¨ , . . . , gcd d , ¨ is a common left1 1 r r
 . w  .divisor of D s diag d , . . . , d and ¨ . By Lemma 3.5 3 it suffices to1 r
show that
gcd A diag d , . . . , d , ¨ w s I . .1 r
A . A .  .if gcd d , ¨ s ??? s gcd d , ¨ s 1. In view of Lemma 3.5 6 consider1 1 r r ©©a prime divisor p of det D s d ??? d and suppose that aD g pZ and1 r ©© ©w w xa ¨ g pA for some a s a , . . . , a g Z . This means that1 r r©w x  .a d , . . . , a d g pZ and a ¨ q ??? qa ¨ g pA. Now if gcd p, d s 1,1 1 r r 1 1 r r i
then the first equation implies that p N a , and if p N d , then the secondi i©©equation implies that p N a . Thus a g pZ, which needed to be shown.i
To start with we assume that the critical types of A have no bothersome
divisibilities. This is frequently the case in examples, and is a reasonable
and not very restrictive assumption.
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let N be a k = k integral matrix with nonzero determi-
 4nant n. Let A be completely decomposable and V s ¨ , . . . , ¨ an n-condi-1 r
tioned basis of A with coefficient groups r . Suppose that no r is di¨ isible byi i
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w w xtr  .any prime di¨ isor of n. Let ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ , and suppose that M g M Z1 r k=r
w w A w .  .and a s M¨ . Then gcd N, a s gcd N, M .
A w . y1  . y1 w wProof. Set D s gcd N, a . Then D N g M Z , also D a g A ,k
 . A y1 y1 w .and Lemma 3.5 3 says that gcd D N, D a s I. We will show that
Dy1M g M Z and that gcd Dy1N , Dy1M s I , .  .k= r
 .  .which implies, again by Lemma 3.5 3 , that D s gcd N, M . We have
y1 w y1 w y1 w wadj D M det D ? I ¨ s D M¨ s D a g A . .  .r
A . AThe hypotheses gcd n, ¨ s 1 imply by Lemma 5.4 that gcd det D ?j
w .  .  .  . .y1I , ¨ s I and it follows by Lemma 3.5 1 that adj D M det D ? I gr r
 . y1  .M Z ; thus D M g M Z , which establishes the first claim. Tok= r k=r
 y1 y1 .verify the second, set S s gcd D N, D M . Then DS is a common left
w A w .divisor of N and a and hence a left divisor of D s gcd N, a , so
DST s D for some matrix T and it follows that S is invertible as desired.
When the critical types have divisibilities at primes dividing n s det N,
then the above process must be refined and iterated. We first extract a
crucial step as a lemma.
LEMMA 5.6. Let N be a k = k integral matrix with nonzero determinant n.
r w w xtrLet A s [ r ¨ be completely decomposable, and let ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ .j j 1 ris1
 . w wSuppose that M g M Z is gi¨ en such that a s M¨ . Let S sk= r
A w . A w .  .gcd nI , ¨ . Then gcd N, a s I if and only if gcd N, MS s I.r
 .  w .Proof. It is immediate that gcd N, MS s I if gcd N, a s I. Con-
 . A w . y1versely, suppose that gcd N, MS s I. Let D s gcd N, a . Then D N
 . A w .  .g M Z . Since S s gcd nI , ¨ , by Lemma 3.5 3 we havek r
A y1 y1 w .gcd S nI , S ¨ s I. Alsor
y1y1 y1 y1 w y1 y1 w y1 wnD M S nI S ¨ s D MS S ¨ s D M¨ .  .  . .r
s Dy1aw g Aw .
 . y1  y1 . y1 .y1  .Hence by Lemma 3.5 1 , D MS s nD M S nI g M Z . Thusr k=r
 .D is a left divisor of N and MS, and since gcd N, MS s I, it follows that
D is invertible as desired.
The following theorem contains a constructive procedure for computing
A w .the matrices gcd N, a . It requires a series of matrix reductions and the
determination of heights.
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THEOREM 5.7. Let N be a nonsingular k = k integral matrix. Let A s
r w w xtr[ r ¨ be completely decomposable, and let ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ . Supposej j 1 ris1
 . w wthat M g M Z is gi¨ en, and let a s M¨ .k= r
1. Set N s N, n s det N, ¨ w s ¨ w , M s M, aw s aw.1 1 1 1 1
A w .  . w w2. Let S s gcd n I , ¨ and D s gcd N , M S . Write ¨ s S ¨ ,1 1 r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
N s D N , n s det N , M S s D M , and aw s M ¨ w.1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
3. Then aw s D aw and N s D N .1 1 2 1 1 2
A w .  .4. Inducti¨ ely define S s gcd n I , ¨ and D s gcd N , M S .i i r i i i i i
Write ¨ w s S ¨ w , N s D N , n s det N , M S s D M , aw si i iq1 i i iq1 iq1 iq1 i i i iq1 iq1
M ¨ w .iq1 iq1
w w  . w  .5. Then a s a s D ??? D a and N s N s D ??? D N .1 1 i iq1 1 1 i iq1
 .6. There exists an integer j such that D s gcd N , M S s I and thenj j j j
A w .gcd N, a s D D ??? D .1 2 jy1
Proof. 3.
aw s M ¨ w s M S ¨ w s D M ¨ w s D aw .1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2
5. By induction
aw s aw s D ??? D aw s D ??? D M ¨ w .  .1 1 iy1 i 1 iy1 i i
s D ??? D M S ¨ w .1 iy1 i i iq1
s D ??? D D aw . .1 iy1 i iq1
6. Since N s D ??? D N there exists j such that det D s "1,1 i iq1 j
 .i.e., D is invertible and D s gcd N , M S s I. It follows by Lemma 5.6j j j j j
A w . A .y1  .y1 w .that gcd N , a s gcd D ??? D N, D ??? D a s I. Fi-j j 1 jy1 1 jy1
 . A w .nally, it follows from Lemma 3.5 3 that gcd N, a s D ??? D .1 jy1
6. A BIG EXAMPLE
We will now study an example with the help of Maple V procedures.
The main point is to demonstrate that the tools available to us are
effective and open the way for experimentation with almost completely
decomposable groups. Indeed, we will see that some of the numerical
results lead to new theorems.
Let t , . . . , t be as yet unspecified rational groups containing Z. Let1 15
A s t ¨ [ ??? [ t ¨ ,1 1 15 15
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a completely decomposable group of rank 15. We assume for obvious
1A .reasons that gcd 2, ¨ s 1; so in particular f t . Written in traditionali i2
form our example is
1
X s A q Z ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ .2 3 4 7 8 9 12 13 142
1
q Z ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ .1 3 5 6 8 10 11 13 1522
1
q Z ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ 1 2 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 1232
q¨ q ¨ .14 15
1
q Z ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ .1 3 5 6 8 10 11 13 1542
1
q Z ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ .2 3 4 7 8 9 12 13 1452
1
q Z ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1162
q¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ .12 13 14 15
1
q Z ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ .1 2 3 5 6 8 10 11 13 14 1572
1
q Z ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ 1 2 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 1282
q¨ q ¨ .14 15
1
q Z ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ .1 3 4 5 6 8 10 11 12 13 1592
1
q Z ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 11 12102
q¨ q ¨ ..13 14
It is apparent that such an example is unmanageable in this form.
Simply for reasons of economy one would have to resort to some other
form. In our presentation we have
© y1 wX s A q Z N M¨ ,
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where
N s diag 2, 22 , 23, 24 , 25, 26 , 27, 28 , 29 , 210 .
and
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0M s .
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
 .In order to determine the quotient XrA we compute gcd N, M . The
w xgreatest common divisor is found by reducing N N M to column echelon
form. The Maple procedure ``ihermite'' combined with suitable transposi-
tions produces the result
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0D s gcd N , M s . .
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 2 0 0 0 0 8 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
This shows that the matrices N and M are not relatively prime. We
therefore replace them by N s Dy1N and M s Dy1M. Note that1 1
© ©y1 w y1 wX s A q Z DN DM ¨ s A q Z N M ¨ , .1 1 1 1
with gcd N , M s I. .1 1
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We find with the help of Maple that
N s Dy1N1
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 y2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 y1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0s
0 0 0 0 0 64 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 128 0 0 0
0 0 y1 0 0 0 0 32 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 512 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1024
and
M s Dy1M1
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 y1 0 0 0 0 y1 0 0 0 0 y1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0s .
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
The structure of XrA can be read off the Smith normal form N of N .2 1
The computer returns
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 0N s PN Q s ,2 1 0 0 0 0 0 64 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 128 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 256 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 512 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1024
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where P and Q are the invertible matrices
0 0 0 0 y1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 y1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 y1 0 0
0 y1 y3 2 3 0 0 y12 0 0
1 4 12 y8 y10 0 0 48 0 0P s y2 0 0 0 y4 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 y2 1 0 0 0
1 1 2 0 0 0 y2 8 0 0
y2 y2 y4 0 0 0 0 y16 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 y2 1
and
1 0 0 16 16 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 4 y60 y56 y64 y64 y64 0 0
0 0 1 32 32 32 32 32 0 0
0 0 0 43 42 48 48 48 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0Q s .
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Setting
M s PM2 1
0 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0
y2 y6 y18 y4 2 2 y4 y18 y4 2 2 y4 y18 y6 y2
4 5 7 3 0 0 3 7 3 0 0 3 7 5 4
5 6 9 4 1 1 4 9 4 1 1 4 9 6 5
0 y1 y1 y1 0 0 y1 y1 y1 0 0 y1 y1 y1 0s
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 2 3 3 3
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
13 12 13 9 5 5 8 13 8 5 5 9 13 12 13
26 25 27 19 11 10 17 27 17 10 11 19 27 25 26
we have the new representation
© y1 wX s A q Z N M ¨ .2 2
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The matrix N tells us that2
XrA ( Z 1 [ Z 1 [ Z 1 [ Z 8 [ Z 32 [ Z 64 .  .  .  .  .  .
[ Z 128 [ Z 256 [ Z 512 [ Z 1024 .  .  .  .
and has order 248. Evidently, there is no point in carrying the first three
trivial groups. Let
8 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 32 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 64 0 0 0 0
N s 0 0 0 128 0 0 03
0 0 0 0 256 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 512 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1024
and let
M3
5 6 9 4 1 1 4 9 4 1 1 4 9 6 5
0 y1 y1 y1 0 0 y1 y1 y1 0 0 y1 y1 y1 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
s .3 3 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 2 3 3 3
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
13 12 13 9 5 5 8 13 8 5 5 9 13 12 13
26 25 27 19 11 10 17 27 17 10 11 19 27 25 26
© ©y1 w  . < <Then X s A q Z N M ¨ , where now Z s M Z . Since XrA s3 3 1=7
 .det N s det N , it is clear that gcd N , M s I.2 3 3 3
So far the order relations of the critical types were irrelevant. They need
to be considered for further results. In general, we choose a conditioned
basis ¨ , . . . , ¨ of A and write A s [r t ¨ . Furthermore, A s1 r i i sis1
[ t ¨ is the s-homogeneous component of A with respect to thei it ( si
given decomposition of A. We encode the order relationships of the listing
w xt , . . . , t in an r = r matrix of zeros and ones, called the order matrix,1 r
 .such that the entry at location i, j is 1 if and only if t F t . In particular,i j
the order matrix of a rigid almost completely decomposable group is the
r = r identity matrix and the order matrix of a homogeneous group is a
matrix all of whose entries are ones. Our Maple procedure accepts© y1 wmatrices N, M, O where X s A q Z N M¨ , and O is the order matrix
of X, and returns the list of indices
> >X t : A [ X t , . . . , X t : A [ X t . .  .  .  .1 t 1 r t r /  /1 r
Thus A is regulating in X if and only if the list contains only ones.
Otherwise, the list says where the Butler decomposition fails to be valid
and by how much it is missed.
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In our example we consider the rigid case first. If A fails to be
regulating in this case, then it cannot be regulating in any other case since
we simply test whether the t ¨ are pure in X or not. Maple returnsi i
w x1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
and asserts that the summands t ¨ of A are pure and A is regulatingi i
in X.
In the block-rigid case, A will be regulating in X if and only if the blocks
A s [ t ¨ are pure in X. This suggests finding all summandss i it ( si[ t ¨ of A that are pure in X. Since a summand of a pure summandi iig S
is pure, it suffices to search for large summands. A Maple procedure
reveals that the pure summands of our example X are exactly the
summands of the summands of A whose index sets are the following:
w x w x w x8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15 3, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
w x w x w x3, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
w x w x w x6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15
w x w x w x4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11
w x w x w x1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11
w x w x w x3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 14, 15
w x w x w x3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13
w x w x w x3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 15
w x w x w x4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13 1, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14
w x w x w x3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14
w x w x w x1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13 3, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 14, 15
w x w x w x1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13 1, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 13, 14, 15
w x w x w x1, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13 1, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14
w x w x w x1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 13, 14, 15
w x w x w x1, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14 1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14 1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14
w x w x w x1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13 2, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 15
w x w x w x3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 15 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14 1, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14
w x w x w x3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15 1, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 14, 15
w x w x w x1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14
w x w x w x2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15
w x w x w x2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 15 2, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15
w x w x w x1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14 2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15
w x w x w x2, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15 2, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 15
w x w x w x1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 13, 14 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 14 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15
w x w x w x1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 13 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 13
w x w x w x1, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13, 15 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13
w x w x w x2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 15 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10
w x w x w x1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 1, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 14
w x w x w x2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15 1, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14
w x w x w x2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15 2, 3, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13
w x w x w x2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14 2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15
w x w x w x2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 15 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 15 1, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14
w x w x w x1, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14 1, 3, 7, 10, 11,12, 13, 14 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 13, 15
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w x w x w x2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 13 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 15
w x w x w x1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 15 1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14
w x w x w x2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 15 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 13
w x w x w x1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15
w x w x w x1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14 1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14
w x w x w x2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 15 1, 3, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15
w x w x w x2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15
w x w x w x1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13, 15
w x w x w x1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 13, 15
w x w x w x2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13
w x w x w x1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 14 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 15 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 14
w x w x w x2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 15 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 15 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 14
w x w x w x2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 15 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 13, 15 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 15
w x w x w x1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 13, 15
w x w x w x2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 15 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 15 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 13, 14
w x w x w x2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 15 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 13, 14
w x w x w x1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 13 1, 2, 3, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
w x w x w x1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 14 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 13
w x w x w x1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12
w x w x w x1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 15 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13, 15
w x w x w x2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 15 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 13, 15 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
w x w x w x1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
w x w x w x1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14 1, 2, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 13, 14
w x w x w x1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 14 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13
w x w x w x1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15
w x w x w x4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 13, 14, 15
w x w x w x4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15
w x w x w x5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15
w x w x w x1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 15 3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15
w x w x w x3, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15
w x w x w x3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15 .
Observe that the maximal pure summands all have rank r y k s 8.
Experimenting with other examples we find that the maximal pure sum-
mands always have rank equal to column dimension of M y row dimen-
sion of M. We have stumbled upon a proposition. One direction is very
general and separated out in a lemma.
LEMMA 6.1. Let X be a finite essential extension of a torsion-free group A.
Suppose that B is a subgroup of A that is pure in X. Then
w xrk B F rk X y max dim XrA p . .
p
 .  .  .Proof. Note first that rk B s rk X y rk XrB . Next, XrB is a finite
 .  .essential extension of ArB and XrB r ArB ( ArB. For every prime
 .w x.  .  ..w x.  .  .p, dim XrA p s dim XrB r ArB p F rk XrB F rk XrB .p
 .  .  .w x.Combining results, it follows that rk B F rk X y dim ArB p .
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We are now ready for the proposition.
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let A be completely decomposable and let X be a finite
essential extension of A such that XrA is p-primary. Then an X-pure sum-
mand C of A is maximal among X-pure summands of A if and only if
 .w xrk C s rk X y dim XrA p .
Proof. Suppose that A s B [ C and that there is no summand of A
properly containing B and being pure in X. By Lemma 6.1, rk B F rk X
 .w x. ty dim XrA p . Since A is completely decomposable C s [ C foriis1
rank-1 groups C . Note that t s rk X y rk B. Since B is a maximali
X-pure summand of A, none of the groups B [ C is pure in X, andi
 .hence none of the groups B [ C rB is pure in XrB. Leti
CX C [ Bi i X r Bs # . /B B
 X  ..w xThen C r C [ B p / 0 for each i, and consequentlyi i
t XX XrB Ciw x w x w xdim p s dim p G dim p[ /  /  /A ArB B [ Cis1 i
G t s rk X y rk B.
15 .In our example there are 192 pure summands out of a possible s7
6435 obtained by forming all possible combinations of 8 summands from
the given decomposition of A. Is there any significance to the ratio
192r6435? How does it depend on the decomposition of A?
Proposition 6.2 has implications for integral matrices.
 .COROLLARY 6.3. Let N g M Z be a nonsingular matrix whose in¨ari-k
ant factors are powers of a fixed prime p and whose first in¨ariant factor is
 ./ 1. Let M g M Z .k= r
 .1. If S is a k = s submatrix of M and gcld N, S s I, then s G k.
 .2. If S is a k = s submatrix of M such that gcd N, S s I, then there is
 .a k = k submatrix T of S such that gcd N, T s I.
Proof. Let A s [r Z¨ be a free group and X s A q Z Ny1aw ,iis1
w w  . A w .where a s M¨ . Then gcd N, M s I if and only if gcd N, a s I. For
w xconvenience we will denote by M i , . . . , i the k = s submatrix of M1 s
whose columns are the columns of M indexed by i , . . . , i , and by1 s
w x  .M i , . . . , i 9 the k = k y s submatrix of M indexed by the other1 s
w x w xcolumns. Analogously, A i , . . . , i s Z¨ [ ??? [ Z¨ and A i , . . . , i 91 s i i 1 s1 s
s [ Z¨ .iif i , . . . , i 41 s
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w x  .  .Suppose that S s M i , . . . , i and gcd N, S s I. Then gcd N, M s I1 s
w xand A i , . . . , i 9 is pure in X. By Proposition 6.2, r y s F r y k, so k F s.1 s
w xAgain by Proposition 6.2 there is a summand A j , . . . , j that is pure in1 ryk
w x w xX and contains A i , . . . , i 9. Then M j , . . . , j 9 is a k = k submatrix1 s 1 ryk
w xof A i , . . . , i that is relatively prime to N.1 s
Proposition 6.2 and Corollary 6.3 both fail if the invariant factors of N
are composite.
EXAMPLE 6.4. Let
6 0 2 3 3N s and M s .
0 6 0 2 3
 .Then gcd N, M s I, but no 2 = 2 submatrix of M is relatively prime
to N.
Having complete knowledge of the purity in X of the summands of A of
w x  .the form A i , . . . , i s t ¨ [ ??? [ t ¨ , we introduce a poset T A of1 s i i i i cr1 1 s s
 .critical types subgroups of Q containing Z s , s , . . . and variously1 2
equate the types appearing in A s [r t ¨ with the s . We will mostlyi i jis1
consider the poset





which we denote by n. We first try to specify our example X such that
 .  .T X s n and A s is pure in X for i s 1, . . . , 7. This turns out to becr i
impossible.
 .PROPOSITION 6.5. The example X cannot be specified such that T X scr
 .n and A s is pure in X for each i.i
 .Proof. Suppose that X with the desired properties exists. Then A s1
 .s t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ , A s s t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨1 1 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 2 2 2 3 3 5 5 6 6
 .  .  .  .  .[ A , A s q A s s A, and A s l A s s A s s A [ A [t 1 2 1 2 3 t t7 3 5
 .A . Assuming purity of the A s and counting ranks we get the contradic-t i6
tory inequality 15 F 8 q 8 y 3 s 13.
However, by changing the critical typeset it is possible to make X into
 .an almost completely decomposable group such that T X is not ancr
 .antichain, and A s is pure for every critical type s .
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EXAMPLE 6.6. Let the critical typeset be as shown





s s t s t s t ,1 1 2 3
s s t s t s t ,2 9 10 11
s s t ,3 8
s s t s t s t s t ,4 4 5 6 7
s s t s t s t s t5 12 13 14 15
 .Then A s is pure in X for each i and A is the regulating regulatori
of X.
Instead of stating the data as above, they can be entered in the diagram
of the critical typeset as follows.
s : 4 , 5, 6, 7s : 8 s : 12, 13, 14, 1543 5
v v v
vv
s : 9 , 10, 11s : 1, 2, 3 21
The interpretation is evident, and in this form the data can be seen at a
glance. These scheme will be used below also.
Proof of Example 6.6. By inspecting the list of pure summands of A it
is seen that
A s s t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ , .1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8
A s s t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ [ t ¨ .2 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14
[ t ¨ ,15 15
are pure in X. All other required purity is a consequence of the already
established purities.
We will now construct a number of examples by equating the types t ini
various ways with the types s of the critical typeset n specified above.j
w xFor convenience we will write i , . . . , i for the sum t ¨ [ ??? [ t ¨ .1 s i i i i1 1 s s
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EXAMPLE 6.7. Let
s : 2s : 1 s : 3 s : 454 6 7
vv v v
v s : 5 , 6, 73
vv
s : 12, 13, 14, 152s : 8 , 9, 10, 111
 . w x  . wThen A s s 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and A s s 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,1 2
x  .  .  .12, 13, 14, 15 are not pure having too large ranks while A s , . . . , A s3 7> . w x > .are pure in X. Since both A s s 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and A s s1 2
w x2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 are pure in X, the Butler equation fails at both s and s ,1 2
and A is not regulating in X.
Proof. Check the purity list.
The preceding example suggests that a large difference of the ranks of
 . > .A s and A s makes it likely that the Butler equation fails. We also
observe that in the matrix M3
column 1 s column 15,
column 2 s column 14,
column 3 s column 8 s column 13,
column 4 s column 12,
column 5 s column 11,
column 6 s column 10,
and
column 7 s column 9.
This is the guiding light for the following example in which A will be
regulating. We will also compute the Burkhardt invariants for this example
and so determine the regulator.
EXAMPLE 6.8. Let
s : 5 , 6, 7 s : 9 , 10, 11s : 2 , 3, 4 s : 12, 13, 145 64 7
vv v v
v s : 83
vv
s : 15s : 1 21
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Then A is regulating in X. The group X contains a total of 245 different
regulating subgroups. The Burkhardt invariants of X are
b X s b X s b X s 128, b X s ??? s b X s 1.s s s s s1 2 3 4 7
Proof. It is easily checked that the homogeneous blocks of A are pure
in X. Furthermore,
w xA s s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 , .1
> w xA s s 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 . .1
w  .  .x <   w x.. <The index X s : A s equals det gcd N, M 12, 13, 14, 15 and the1 1
w > . > .x <   w x.. <index X s : A t equals det gcd N, M 1, 12, 13, 14, 15 . These great-1
est common divisors are the same since column 1 is equal to column 15
and therefore its addition does not decrease the greatest common divisor.
The Butler equations at t and t hold for similar reasons.2 3
The program that checks whether A is regulating returns the list
w x1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
confirming our more theoretical findings that A is regulating in X. More
w  .  .x w  .  .x w  .  .xprecisely, X s : A s s X s : A s s X s : A s s 327681 1 2 2 3 3
15 w > . > .x w > . > .x w > . > .xs 2 and X s : A s s X s : A s s X s : A s s1 1 2 2 3 3
32768 s 215. By a formula of Mutzbauer this means that our group
contains 215 ? 215 ? 215 s 245 different regulating subgroups.
We now go about computing the Burkhardt invariants of X. The
Burkhardt invariants of maximal critical types are always 1. Thus
b X s b X s b X s b X s 1.s s s s4 5 6 7
According to easy general results, the Burkhardt invariants of a type
subgroup coincide with the Burkhardt invariants of the group for each
critical type of the type subgroup. Specifically, this means that the
> . w x XBurkhardt invariants of X s s 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 #, are known and they3
X X > .  > ..are b s b s 1. Hence the regulator of X s is R X s ss s 3 35 6w x5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 . We wish to find
w xX5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 #
Xb s exp .s3  /w x5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11
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By Lemma 4.1
> w xX s s 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 .3
© y1 trw x w xq Z N M 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , .s 3 5 6 7 9 10 113
w xwhere M i, j, k, . . . denotes the submatrix of M whose columns are the3 3
columns i, j, k, . . . of M , and3
w xN s gcd N , M 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15 . .s 3 33
With the help of Maple we obtain
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
N s ,0 0 0 1 0 0 0s3
3 3 3 2 8 0 0
3 4 7 5 8 32 0
6 7 14 10 16 32 128
and its Smith normal form is
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
.0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 8 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 32 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 128
We conclude that b X s 128.s3
The computation of b X and b X is more complicated and as wes s1 2
frequently use the value b X we set b s b X.s s3 3 > . wFrom the Hasse diagram we can see that A s s 2, 3, 4, 5,1
x6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and
© y1> > w xX s s A s q Z N M 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 .  .  .1 1 s 31
trw x= ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ ,2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
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 .where using Maple
w xN s gcd N , M 1, 12, 13, 14, 15 .s 3 31
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
s .0 0 0 1 0 0 0
3 3 3 2 8 0 0
3 4 7 5 8 32 0
6 7 14 10 16 32 128
Using the known Burkhardt invariants we have
> w xR X s s bs ¨ [ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 . . /1 3 8
X  > .  > ...In order to compute b s exp X s rR X s by tried and provens 1 11 > .methods, we need to express X s in the standard form as a finite1
 > ..essential extension of R X s . Let1
w s b ¨ , and w s ¨ otherwise.8 8 i i
 4  > ..Then clearly w , . . . , w is a conditioned basis of R X s . At this point1 11 1
y1 y1  .we need that s ¨ s b s w s s w q Zb w see Lemma 7.1 below .3 8 3 8 3 8 8
We then have
X> s s s ¨ [ ??? [ s ¨ [ ??? [ s ¨ .  .1 2 2 8 8 11 11
© try1 w x w xq Z N M 2, . . . , 11 ¨ , . . . , ¨s 3 2 111
y1s s w [ ??? [ s w q Zb w [ ??? [ s w .2 2 8 8 8 11 11
© try1 y1w xq Z N M 2, . . . , 11 w , . . . , b w , . . . , ws 3 2 8 111
y1> y1s R X s q Zb w q Z bN .  . /1 8 s1
w x w x w x w x w x= bM 2 , . . . , bM 7 , M 8 , . . . , bM 9 , . . . , bM 113 3 3 3 3
trw x? w , . . . , w2 11
© tr> y1Ä Ä w xs R X s q Z N M w , . . . , w , . /1 s s 2 111 1
Äwhere N is the diagonal block matrixs1
b ??? 0 ???





0 ??? 0 1 0 0 0
s .w x w x w x w x w x w xbM 2 ??? bM 7 M 8 bM 9 bM 10 bM 113 3 3 3 3 3
Explicitly these matrices are
128 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 128 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 128 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 128 0 0 0 0ÄN s ,s1 0 0 0 0 128 0 0 0
0 384 384 384 256 1024 0 0
0 384 512 896 640 1024 4096 0
0 768 896 1792 1280 2048 4096 16384
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
768 1152 512 128 128 512 9 512 128 128
y128 y128 y128 0 0 y128 y1 y128 0 0
128 128 128 0 0 128 1 128 0 0ÄM s .s1 384 384 256 128 128 256 3 256 128 128
0 128 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1536 1664 1152 640 640 1024 13 1024 640 640
3200 3456 2432 1408 1280 2176 27 2176 1280 1408
Ä Ä .We determine next D s gcd N , M and compute the Smith normal1 s s1 1y1 Äform of D N which comes out as1 s1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .
0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 128 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 128
This shows that b X s 128. The same method, mutatis mutandis, showss1Xthat b s 128.s2
The attentive reader will have noticed that the computation of the
Burkhardt invariants is general; it can be used in all cases and even
provides a tool for theoretical purposes. Details are contained in the next
section.
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 .  .  .In Example 6.9 none of the subgroups A s , A s , A s was pure. It1 2 3
 .can be achieved that A s is pure.3
EXAMPLE 6.9. Let
s : 2 , 3 s : 12, 13s : 4 , 5, 6, 14 s : 8 , 9, 10, 115 64 7
vv v v
v s : 73
vv
s : 15s : 1 21
 .Then A is regulating in X and A s is pure in X.3
EXAMPLE 6.10. Let
s : 5 , 6, 8 s : 9 , 10, 11s : 2, 3, 4 s : 12, 13, 145 64 7
vv v v
v s : 73
vv
s : 15s : 1 21
Then A is not regulating in X. The Butler equation fails at s but3
holds at all other critical types. In fact,
y1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0©
X s s A s q Z .  . 0 0 0 1 0 0 03 3
3 3 3 2 8 0 0
3 4 7 5 8 32 0










1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0©> >X s s A s q Z .  . 0 0 0 1 0 0 03 3
3 3 3 2 8 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 31 0 0 0 2 32
¨5
¨6
¨ 8w x= M 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 ,3 ¨ 9
¨ 10
¨ 11
w  .  > ..xand X s : t ¨ [ X s s 128.3 7 7 3
We will now replace the deficient summand t ¨ in A to obtain a7 7
completely decomposable group B that is regulating in X.
 . > .We proceed by writing X s as a finite essential extension of X s .3 3> .First of all the above representation of X s in matrix form simplifies by3
dropping unnecessary generators and rewriting to
1 1> w xX s s 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 q Z ¨ q ¨ q Z ¨ q ¨ . .  .  .3 6 10 5 118 32
Using general methods, Maple procedures, and dropping obviously unnec-
essary generators we arrive at
1>w xX s s 7 q X s q Z 2¨ q 2¨ y 17¨ y ¨ q ¨ q 2¨ .  .  .3 3 5 6 7 9 10 1132
1
q Z y5¨ y 6¨ q 691¨ q 131¨ y 6¨ y 5¨ . .5 6 7 9 10 11128
Observe that
1
2¨ q 2¨ y 17¨ y ¨ q ¨ q 2¨ .5 6 7 9 10 1132
1 1




y5¨ y 6¨ q 691¨ q 131¨ y 6¨ y 5¨ .5 6 7 9 10 11128
1
s 5¨ q ¨ q y5¨ y 6¨ y 51¨ q 3¨ y 6¨ y 5¨ . .7 9 5 6 7 9 10 11128
We introduce a new conditioned basis of A replacing ¨ by w s ¨ q ¨5 5 5 11
and ¨ by w s ¨ q ¨ . With this notation we have6 6 6 10
1>X s s t ¨ q X s q Z 2w y 17¨ y ¨ .  .  .3 7 7 3 6 7 932
1
q Z y5w y 3 2w y 17¨ y ¨ . .5 6 7 9128
and it is easily seen that only the second generator is needed. Thus we
finally arrive at
1>X s s t ¨ q X s q Z 5w q 6w q 51¨ y 3¨ . .  .  .3 7 7 3 5 6 7 9128
With the help of the identity 1 s 2 ? 128 y 5 ? 51 we compute that
1
y5 5w q 6w q 51¨ y 3¨ .5 6 7 9128
1
s y2¨ q ¨ q y25w y 30w q 15¨ . .7 7 5 6 9128
> . and since y25w y 30w q 15¨ g A s , and w s ¨ q y25w y5 6 9 3 7 7 5
.30w q 15¨ , we have the decomposition6 9
A s t ¨ [ ??? [ t ¨ [ t w [ t w [ t w [ t ¨ [ ??? [ t ¨ ,1 1 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 15 15
and
1 >X s s t w [ X s .  .3 7 7 3128
so that
1
B s t ¨ [ ??? [ t ¨ [ t w [ t w [ t w [ t ¨ [ ??? [ t ¨1 1 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 15 15128
is regulating in X.
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This demonstrates that computer tools mixed with ad hoc methods allow
one to find regulating subgroups even in large groups.
A systematic method for finding a regulating subgroup of a finite
essential extension of a completely decomposable group was developed in
w xBMO97 but it is not yet ``Maple-ready.''
7. APPLICATIONS, PROSPECTS, QUESTIONS
Our results provide a concise description of general almost completely
decomposable groups and supply an effective computational method for
checking certain properties and computing certain invariants.
7.1. Burkhardt In¨ariants
We assume that an almost completely decomposable group X is given in© y1 wthe form X s A q Z N a , where A is regulating in X, and we develop
an algorithm that produces the Burkhardt invariants and the regulator
 .quotient XrR X in an effective manner that can be programmed in
Maple.
We begin with a simple observation on rational groups.
LEMMA 7.1. Let t be a rational group containing Z. Let A s t ¨ and
A .b g Z. If gcd b , ¨ s 1, then tb ¨ q Z¨ s t ¨ .
Proof. It is clear that t ¨ > tb ¨ q Z¨ . Conversely, let 1rd g t . Then
 .gcd b , d s 1 by hypothesis, and there exist a, b g Z such that 1 s ad q
bb. Hence
1 1
¨ s a¨ q b b ¨ g Z¨ q bt ¨ .
d d
The following lemma is a basic tool. It tells in particular how the
regulator quotient and the regulator index can be computed provided that
the Burkhardt invariants are already known.
LEMMA 7.2. Let A s [r r ¨ be a completely decomposable group,i iis1
 .  .N g M Z with n s det N / 0, M g M Z , and let X s A qk k=r© y1 wZ N M¨ be the almost completely decomposable group determined by these
data. Assume that b , . . . , b are integral factors of n with the property that1 r
A .gcd b , ¨ s 1. Set w s b ¨ . Theni i i i i
r
© y1 wX s t w q Z N M w ,[ i i b b /is1
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where
b ??? 0 0 ??? 01
. . . . . .¨ . . . . . .. . . . . .
0 ??? b 0 ??? 0rN s ,b
0 ??? 0





M s M ? .. . .b . . .. . .
0 ??? nrbr
A w . y1If D s gcd N , M w , then the Smith normal form of D N exhibits theb b b
 r .structure of Xr [ t w , in particular its exponent and order.i iis1
A .Proof. Since gcd b , ¨ s 1 it follows that t ¨ s t b ¨ q Z¨ . Hence,i i i i i i i i
using Lemma 7.1,
r 1© y1y1 wX s r b w q Z¨ q Z N Mn diag b , . . . , b w .  . .[ i i i i 1 r / nis1
r r
y1s r b w q Zb w[ i i i i i / /is1 is1
© y1 y1 wq Z nN Mn diag b , . . . , b w . .  . .1 r
The latter is easily seen to be equal to the claimed expression by compar-
ing generators.
The process can be made more efficient. The factor n can be replaced
by lcm b and if b s 1, then w s ¨ , and the redundant generator ¨ ini i i i i i
t ¨ s t w q Z¨ can be ignored, which means that the size of matrices ini i i i i
Lemma 7.2 can be reduced.
The computation of the Burkhardt invariants and the regulator quotient
is by induction on depth.
ALGORITHM 7.3. 1. The Burkhardt invariant at a maximal critical type
t is known to be b X s 1.t
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2. Let t be a critical type and suppose that the Burkhardt invariants
X  > ..b have already be computed for s ) t . Then R X t is of the forms
r X  . X[ r b ¨ with known factors b s b if r s s ) t and b si i i i s i tis1
 > .  > ...exp X t rR X t is computed as described in Lemma 7.2.
The inductive determination of the Burkhardt invariants can also be
used for theoretical purposes, e.g., to show that the regulator distributes
 n.over powers for any almost completely decomposable group X, i.e., R X
 .ns R X .
7.2. Primary Constituents and Representation Matrix
We will show how some basic constructs are obtained from our standard
representation of an almost completely decomposable group.
One of the most powerful tools used for classification and decomposi-
tion studies is the antirepresentation of an almost completely decompos-
w xable group AD93, AD95, DO93, KM84, MM93, MV94, MV97 .
Let X be a finite essential extension of a torsion-free group A and let e
be an integer such that eX ; A. Let
: A ª AreA
denote the natural epimorphism. So A s AreA and a s a q eA. The
antirepresentation of X with respect to A is
Rep X , A , e s A; A t , t g T A , eX . .  .  . 4cr
Let X be an almost completely decomposable group in standard repre-
sentation
© y1 w A wX s A q Z N a , gcd N , a s I. .
We need to characterize the integers e with eX ; A.
LEMMA 7.4. Let X be an almost completely decomposable group in
y1  .standard form. Then eX ; A if and only if eN g M Z .k
y1 w w A w .Proof. Clearly eX ; A if and only if eN a l A . Since gcd N, a
y1  .s I, this is the case if and only if eN g M Z .k
We can now easily determine the antirepresentation of an almost
completely decomposable group in standard form.
© y1 w A w .PROPOSITION 7.5. Let X s A q Z N a , gcd N, a s I, be an al-
most completely decomposable group in standard form and let e be an integer
such that eX ; A. Then
© y1 wRep X , A , e s A; A t , t g T A , ZeN a . .  .  . 4cr
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If ¨ w is a conditioned basis of A and aw s M¨ w for some integral coordinate
matrix M, then
e© ©y1 w weX s ZeN a s Z adj N M¨ . .
det N
Proof. Compute eX and use that eAs 0.
 . .The integral matrix erdet N adj N M is known as a representation
matrix of X and is of great importance if A is the regulator of X. By the
w xway, the assumption in DO93 that the regulator quotient XrA be
uniform means that the matrix N is a scalar matrix with the obvious
significance that it commutes in some form or fashion with any other
matrix.
w xIn MMV97 the p-primary constituent X of an almost completelyX p
decomposable group X with respect to a completely decomposable sub-
group A of finite index was introduced and studied. By definition
n y1 4X s x g X : p x g A for some n s X l Z p A ,X p
so that X rA is the p-primary component of the finite group XrA. ThisX p
is particularly useful if A is the regulator of X, and reduces many
questions to the ``local case'' where the order of XrA is a prime power.
We will show that the standard form of the p-primary constituent of an
almost completely decomposable group is easily obtained from the stan-
dard form of the global group.
© y1 wPROPOSITION 7.6. Let X s A q Z N a be an almost completely de-
composable group in standard form. Then
1© wX s A q Z adj N a . .X p nX p
© y1 w A ws A q Z N b , gcd N , b s 1, .X p X p X p X p
where n is the largest p-power factor of n s det N,X p
D s gcd A n I , adj N aw , . .X p k
N s Dy1 n I , and bw s Dy1 adj N aw . .X p X p k X p
© w . . .Proof. Obviously, X > A q Z 1rn adj N a . To show equalityX p X p
factor n s  n such that n is a p-power. Set n s  n ,Ïpg P X p X p X p q / p X p




s u . pn nX ppgP
With these data
1© ©y1 w wX s A q Z N a s A q Z adj N a .
n
1 1© ©w w; A q Z adj N a s A q Z adj N a .  .   /n nX p X ppgP pgP
; X ; X . X p
pgP
© w . . .From this it follows that in fact X s A q Z 1rn adj N a . TheX p X p
construction of the standard form of X is clear.X p
7.3. Two Existence Theorems
w xWe next discuss a question addressed in the same paper MMV97 .
QUESTION 7.7. Let R be a completely decomposable group of finite rank
 .and G a finite abelian group. Describe the class C R, G of almost completely
 .decomposable groups X such that R s R X and XrR ( G. In particular,
 .determine when C R, G is non¨oid.
 .Note that C R, G may well be void. For example, there is no proper
torsion-free extension of a p-divisible group R by a p-group G. It was
w xshown in MMV97 that it suffices to consider the local case, i.e., the case
when G is a p-group, and the following proposition was proved.
PROPOSITION 7.8. Let p be a prime and let R be a completely decompos-
 .able group of finite rank. Suppose that T R is an antichain and that nocr
  . > ..critical type is p-di¨ isible. Let r s rk R t rR t and r s rk R.t
If X is an almost completely decomposable group with regulator R, then the
regulator quotient XrR is restricted by the inequality
X
w xdim p F r y max r : t g T R . 4 .t cr /R
Con¨ersely, let G be a finite p-group G satisfying
w xdim G p F r y max r : t g T R . 4 . . t cr
Then there exists an almost completely decomposable group X such that
 .R X s R and XrR ( G.
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The proof of the sufficiency required two pages in that paper. With the
tools developed in this paper the proof is short and totally transparent.
 .Proof. Let t , t , . . . , t be a listing of the critical typeset T R such1 2 t cr
 .that r F r F ??? F r , where r s r . Consider the r y r = r matrix1 2 t i t ti
I I J 0 0 0r r 11 1
0 I I J 0 0r r 22 2M s
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
0 0 0 I I Jr r ty1ty 1 ty1
 .where I is the r = r identity matrix and J is an r = r y r arbitraryr i i i i iq1 ii
integral matrix. The rest of the matrix is filled with zeros. Choose a
 4 R . rconditioned basis ¨ , . . . , ¨ of R such that gcd p, ¨ s 1, R s [ r ¨1 r i i iis1
and in this decomposition r ¨ [ ??? [ r ¨ is the t -component of R, the1 1 r r 11 1
proper number of subsequent summands r ¨ make up the t -component,i i 2
and so on. Formally, r s t for  jy1 r - i F  j r . By hypothesisi j ks1 k ks1 k
 w x. ryr t  di.dim G p F r y r and hence G s [ Z p with 0 F d F ??? Ft 1is1
 d1 dry r .td . Let N be the diagonal matrix N s diag p , . . . , p . We claimryr t © y1 wthat X s R q Z N M¨ is a group of the desired kind. To get XrR ( G
 .we need that gcd N, M s I. This is obvious since M itself can be reduced
w xto I N 0 by column transformations. To show R is regulating in X itryr t
suffices to show that the homogeneous components of R are pure in X.
 .This is the case if gcd N, M s I, where M is the matrix obtained fromj j
M by dropping the block of columns i with  jy1 r - i F  j r corre-ks1 k ks1 k
sponding to the ith homogeneous component of R. Starting with the first
block and the last block, again because of the duplications of identity
matrices in M, the matrix M obviously can be reduced by columni
w xtransformations to a matrix I N 0 .ryr t
QUESTION 7.9. Extend Proposition 7.8 to k-free critical typesets.
By similar methods we obtain an existence theorem for almost com-
pletely decomposable groups with a regulating regulator.
PROPOSITION 7.10. Let T be a finite poset of locally free types with two
<  . < <  . <minimal critical types m and m such that T h m G k and T h m G k,1 2 1 2
and let C be any finite abelian group generated by k elements. Then there exists
 .  .a slim almost completely decomposable group X such that T X s T , R Xcr
 .is regulating, and XrR X ( C.
Proof. Write
T s T h m j T h m j T G m k m . .  .  .1 2 1 2
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Let
< < < <M s I J I J Jk 1 k 2 3
< <be the k = T matrix with columns indexed by T such that the submatrix
w x  . w xI N J is indexed by T h m , the submatrix I N J is indexed byk 1 1 k 2
 .  .T h m , and the submatrix J is indexed by T G m k m , the matrices2 3 1 2
I are k = k identity matrices, and the matrices J , J , J are matrices ofk 1 2 3
R < < .zeros of the proper size. Let R s [ r¨ be such that gcd C , ¨ s 1.r rr g T
w < <Let ¨ be the T = 1 matrix indexed to match the column indices of M.
 .  .  .Write C in principal divisor form: C s Z n [ Z n [ ??? [ Z n with1 2 k
 .  . R w .n G 1 dividing n . Let N s diag n , n , . . . , n . Then gcd N, M¨i iq1 1 2 k
 .  .s gcd N, M s I and gcd N, M s I, where M is the submatrix of Mi i
 4obtained by deleting the columns indexed by r g T : r G m . Since alli
critical types were assumed to be locally free, this means that
A w .gcd N, M ¨ s I.i
7.4. Prospects and Open Questions
The methods developed in this paper open the study of almost com-
pletely decomposable groups to computer experimentation, and we have
seen that the computational data suggest theoretical results and ap-
proaches. It takes the drudgery out of verifying some basic properties of
concrete example.
Of course, many questions remain to be answered. Most promising are
those that have been answered for cyclic extensions. Specifically, we
propose the following problems for a finite essential extension X of a
completely decomposable group A.
 .1. Find criteria for X to be ``clipped'' no rational direct summands .
2. Find criteria for X to be indecomposable.
3. Study the effect of changing the decomposition of a given regulat-
ing subgroup.
4. Study the effect of changing regulating subgroups on the regulat-
ing quotients.
5. Develop a systematic way of constructing examples with particular
properties indecomposable groups, groups with prescribed decomposi-
.tions .
6. Classify new classes of almost completely decomposable groups.
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The new description of almost completely decomposable groups and the
computer methods employed raise novel questions. Let X is a f.e.e. of the
completely decomposable group A s [r A , where rk A s 1. What isi iis1
the group theoretic significance of the density of maximal X-pure sum-
mands of A? Which assignments of types to the rank-1 groups A turn Ai
into a regulating subgroup of X ? What other questions can be answered
by computer for concrete examples?
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